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Rock Bottom
Jimmy Needham

Piano intro:  Fm   Db   Fm   Db

Verse 1:
Fm
   I ve never seen anything like Your fountain      
                                        Db/Ab
comin  down from the tip of the mountaintop
                     Bbm       Cm7
And it goes, never stops, only overflows
Fm
   I ve never met anyone with the power
Fm/Eb
      to make a desert bloom like a flower
Db                        Bbm         Cm7
Up and it goes, where it stops only Heaven knows
Bbm                                    C7     (silence)
    Never known anyone as wonderful as You are

Chorus:
Fm           Db
Over and over  You fill my heart with wonder
Ab                         Eb
   You take me by surprise,  I can t believe my eyes
Fm               Db
Wider and deeper,  just when I think I ve seen You
       Ab
Like a stone thrown into the ocean water
        Bbm                          C7
I could search Your depths and never hit rock bottom

Piano interlude:   Fm   Db     Eb

Verse 2:
Fm                        Db
   How can the God of the galaxies
Ab                     Eb
   have a care for the little things?
       Fm                     Ab          Eb
Every tear that I cry, every time that I smile
Fm
   Deep in me You ve created a fire
Db
   Like a friend You keep taking me higher



Ab                         Eb
Up and it grows, where it stops only Heaven knows
Bbm                                    C7      (silence)
    Never known anyone as wonderful as You are

                   C7              Bbm  (short piano hook)
Chorus  ~ ...never hit rock bottom

Bridge:
Bbm                                 Fm
Even though I m plungin  the depths of Your love
                        C                    Fm  [bass: F   G   Ab   Bb C]
I m just scratchin  the surface of who You are
Bbm                              Cm
All the seas in all the world cannot contain all that You are
Db                 Eb
You captivate my heart

Chorus (just piano):
Fm           Db
Over and over  You fill my heart with wonder
Ab                        Eb/G
   You take me by surprise,   I can t believe my eyes
Fm               Db
Wider and deeper,  just when I think I ve seen You
       Ab
Like a stone thrown into the ocean water
        Bbm                          C7
I could search Your depths and never hit rock bottom

Chorus (built):
Fm           Db
Over and over  You fill my heart with wonder
Ab                         Eb          C7/E
   You take me by surprise,  I can t believe my eyes
Fm               Db
Wider and deeper,  just when I think I ve seen You
       Ab
Like a stone thrown into the ocean water
        Bbm                          C7     
I could search Your depths and never hit rock bottom


